
PRESS RELEASE 23-06-2011:

„Who does not dream, doesn't live...“

is a leitmotif of the association „RAUM AU“ with headquarters in the UN Peace Messenger City 
Slovenj Gradec, Slovenia. The association realized already in the past projects gaining 
international media attentions like „ART goes CITY: Jean Toche“ or the publication of the artists 
anniversary publication „Pino Poggi - Contrada Priore: Nährboden AU: 1995 bis ...“. Starting on 
the upcoming saturday, June, 25th, 14.00, the conditions for „organising alternative“, like the 
sufx of the association proclaims, will due to the opening of the spaces at Celjska Ulica 10a, 
improved. 

Thanks to the visionary support of private enterprizes and the local city administration the 20th 
anniversary of the Republic of Slovenia will become as well the birthday of the structured organisation 
of alternative cultural work in Slovenj Gradec. From this day on the varied and high quality creative 
energy of the alternative cultural workers of this town, can build on this ideal, novel structure. The 
„Playground for adults“, like it describes the inscription on the entrance of the clubrooms, will become a
fertil soil for international projects with focus on the role of UN Peace Messenger but as well support the
local and regional developement into a prosper future of the, once international important and 
prominent city of Slovenj Gradec. 
  
The „RAUM AU“ (space AU) is taken from the idea of ARTE UTILE, an artistic movement of the 60ies and 
adapted to the needs of Slovenj Gradec. The vision, that motivates the association is to improve the 
coordination of the local, active cultural workers and to achieve in that way an international oriented, 
locally staged cultural life on the pulse of time.

The aim of the eforts of RAUM AU it is to lead the dominant quantity thought regarding the alternative 
cultural ofer on quality considerations. The same applies for the association. It is not necessarily 
important the association move masses, "we do not see ourselves as competition to existing institutions
and associations but as a necessary, long overdue addition to the existing system," says Rado Poggi, one
of the initiators of the association and current chairman. “On the basis of the free zone for 
communication between the players, created by RAUM AU, the level of cultural activities can be lifted. 
New groups of people can be inspired by the wonderful world of creativity because in the long view 
quality will always prevail. To internalize this truth, in times of chronic lack of time, is essential for every 
human developement. Only then we can hope also in a healthy and human urban developement“, 
Poggi added.

At the opening of the new premises will be shown the documentary exhibition „Volounteer is needed, if
the system does not grab any longer“, which enlightens in the UN year of volonteer the selfess 
engagement of all partisans during the last 6 month. During this period of time a former veterinary 
clinic were adapted to the associations rooms with exhibition spaces, a laboratory, a kitchen as well as 
bedding possibilities. Although such an important element as the heating is still missing (suggestions 
and assistance in this regards are most welcome to the association), it could be emphasized, that to 
reach a healthy developement is not always and only a matter of funds. 

First, already confrmed projects, such as the exhibition „ART in NATURE 2012“ for the ECOC Maribor 
2012, the participation at two international projects (European Academy ART in NATURE, URBAN ART 
AWARD), the second edition of „ART goes CITY“ or the exhibition of the international known artist and 



promoter of the „anti-design“ discussion, Riccardo Dalisi, confrm and underline the acceptance of the 
idea behind RAUM AU. Furthermore there are a variety of ideas, discussed in daily talks, possibly leading
into similar projects or happenings. 

Current solid project-ideas with a local focus are to test a "market for the exchange of no-longer-
needed”, the attempt of a “summer cultural-open-air cinema, the institutionalization of concert 
organizations for Slovene bands in Germany and of course regular dinner of the actors of the local and 
regional cultural industry to improve coordination and communication with the goal of a 
complementary and coherent cultural ofer on the spot.

The exhibition „Volunteer is needed, if the system does not grab any longer“ can be viewed from 
saturday, june 25th, 14.00 until July, 24th. 
All ofers of the association free of charge, although this kind of work is quite costly. RAUM AU relies on its 
members and visionaries and in this respect it invites all citizens to participate in one or the other way in this 
experiment in and for the city of Slovenj Gradec.

Further information: 
Rado Carlo Poggi 
mobil: +386-(0)40-394486
mail: radopoggi@arte-utile.net


